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ABSTRACT
A high-mix, make-to-order production system can become inefficient when non-value added
operations consume too much time, space or labour. To address these issues, cell re-layout is
conducted and a CONWIP system is proposed. The cell re-layout started with data collection
on current layout, product mix and routings, then the current layout was modified to develop
several alternatives, and finally the best alternative was selected based on a set of criteria. The
Pull system design began with comparison between Kanban and CONWIP with respect to an
actual production system, and then the CONWIP system was selected and a sample case study
based on ARENA 12.0 was included to study the characteristics of CONWIP. Finally,
transformation of the actual production system to CONWIP was studied in ARENA
simulation to determine its optimal CONWIP setting. It can be concluded that the cell layout
resulted in improved operator efficiency and savings in area occupied, while the CONWIP
system leads to reduction in amount of work-in-process, and stabilization of manufacturing
lead time.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Project Target
Head & Base and Protector Assembly are two important stages of this high-mix, low-volume
manufacturing plant. As part of two Lean projects, the job described in this thesis is targeted
at making the two stages leaner by applying some of the lean concepts and tools.
1.2 Company Background
Schlumberger Limited (SLB) is the world's leading oilfield services company providing
technology, information solutions and integrated project management that optimize
reservoir performance for customers working in the oil and gas industry. Founded in 1926,
today the company employs more than 87,000 people working in approximately 80
countries[1].
The Artificial Lift Singapore Product Center (SPE) located in Jurong, Singapore is
Schlumberger's largest research, development and manufacturing plant for electric
submersible pumps (ESPs), downhole pressure/temperature gauges and gas lift mandrels
(GLMs). The SPE 550,000 square foot plant has a full suite of manufacturing operations,
ranging from foundry works producing castings for pumps, a large machine-shop to machine
some of the major component parts, to an assembly-shop and full Quality Control testing
facilities. In general, products of SPE comprise protector, motor, pump and gas
separator/intake. Due to length limitation and demand diversity, Schlumberger sells and
transports these four products separately and assembly them into fully functional
equipment at the customer's site.
The facility includes three manufacturing buildings, with machine shop, gas lift mandrel lines
and assembly shop located separately in each building. The machine shop consists of raw
material cutting, head & base machining, shaft machining, and stage machining. The
assembly shop includes assembly lines of protector, pump, motor, stator, intake, head &
base sub assembly cell, and support functions such as welding, painting, testing, and
packing. Warehouse facilities are located at the machine shop and the gas lift mandrel
facility, while the shipping is located outside the assembly-shop building. The company
generally takes a make-to-order operation approach with high level of product mix, since the
orders of SPE are mainly from internal customers such as Schlumberger's field services and
other manufacturing centers.
In the manufacturing process, components are manufactured and sub-assembled into basic
assembly units first. These assembly units are then transported to the equipment assembly
area for final assembly. For reasons of economy and convenience basic assembly units are
categorized into housing & shaft, head & base, thrust bearing & bar part and rotor, each of
which are taken charge of by different manufacturing sections respectively. General steps
regarding the manufacturing process for the four basic unites are illustrated in Figure 1
Process Map of ESP Manufacturing.
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Figure 1 Process Map of ESP Manufacturing
However, not every product needs all the basic assembly units shown above. In general, only
housing & shaft, head & base and thrust bearing & bar part which are called as fixed
assembly units are needed for all the products. The rotor, namely optional assembly units, is
only used in motor assembly and the stage only in pump assembly. Hierarchy regarding the
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Figure 2 Assembly Relationship Tree
As a company committing to Lean Six Sigma, Schlumberger employees propose Lean
projects every year in its manufacturing facilities and implement some of the projects after
management approval.
1.3 Head & Base
Head and Base are essential parts for all the final products, including motor, pump,
protector and intake. Most of the H&B parts are produced in house, and some of the parts
are outsourced to contractors due to capacity limitation as well as unexpected machine
down.
The Head & Base machine shop contains 8 machine cells and each cell manufactures
different families of head and base.
1.4 Protector Assembly
The Protector is one of the major products of SPE. This modular protector is one of the
Schlumberger's patented designs and has several purposes to serve while installed between
motor and pump in the well.
The Protector serves as an oil reservoir for the motor and prevents contaminated well fluid
from entering the motor, thereby preventing its jamming. It balances the internal pressure
of the motor with the external pressure of the well fluid. Also it carries the thrust load of the
pump.
Protectors are oil- filled, positive-sealed with one or more tandem single bags, and include at least
one additional back-up labyrinth chamber in series with the bag chambers. All protectors are
specifically designed for application as part of an electrical submersible pumping system.
Protectors are capable of being installed in multiple tandem configurations without modification.
Protectors are vacuum filled at assembly to eliminate air pockets in critical mechanical seal and
bearing areas. Protector housing diameter is provided in multiple sizes capped at a maximum of
5.40" to provide adequate clearance for the flat cable extension.
Protectors provide a positive seal between internal motor oil and wellbore fluids and allow for
thermal expansion and contraction of the motor fluid while eliminating a pressure differential
between the motor internals and the casing annulus. The protectors offered incorporate two
elastomeric bag type assemblies to create the positive seal fluid interface, and an additional
labyrinth fluid chamber to provide a reservoir of motor fluid and act as a fluid interface in the
presence of a potentially corrosive wellbore environment.
In SPE, the protector is available in hundreds of configurations and is customized to customer's
needs. Protectors are grouped into multiple product families based on length and shaft diameters
and the housing diameters (outer diameter). The protector configurations within one product
family differ based on total chambers and number of each type of chambers (labyrinth/positive
seal or bag). Some common components are used to assemble multiple labyrinth and / or positive
seal sections in a variety of configurations to match individual well conditions.
The Modular Protector allows choosing the proper type of protection needed for specific well
conditions and eliminates the need for tandem protector configurations.
The protector assembly line consists of two cells and 4 workbenches. A typical protector
consists of more than 150 plus parts. The major parts and sub-assemblies in the modular
protector system are shown in Figure 3 Protector Assembly Architecture below.
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Figure 3 Protector Assembly Architecture
Generally, the assembly of protectors (especially the major family - 540 series) consists of
the following steps:
1. Prepare base subassembly, bag subassembly, and upper thrust bearing;
Assemble Bag Subassembly, prepare Base Subassembly, assemble Upper Thrust Bearing and
shaft, and check shaft measurement.
2. Air test base and install shaft subassembly;
3. Prepare bottom side of lower seal body;
4. Prepare top section of lower seal body and install lower chamber;
5. Assembly inner body;
6. Assemble and install head and air test upper seal;
7. Oil fill and test.
2. Problem Statement
2.1 Introduction and Explanation of Terms
In this thesis, the focus is reduction in non-value added flow time of parts and unnecessary
material handling.
Manufacturing Lead Time: Manufacturing lead time refers to the total time spent at a
particular station or a production system, including waiting time and processing time.
Cycle Time: Cycle time refers to the time required for a particular station to process an
entity, including time for all the needed tasks.
Routing: Routing is the sequence of manufacturing for a particular type of product; the
estimated processing time at each manufacturing step is also included in routing.
Work-in-Process (WIP) refers to the entities within a production system, being processed by
stations or waiting to be processed.
Value-added Activity means a procedure that would add value to the product, such as
machining and packing, while non-value-added activity refers to a procedure that does not
add value to the product, such as waiting and transferring.
2.2 Problem Statement in Head & Base Cell 1
The company has decided to have a major re-layout of the whole plant in the next few
months due to capacity expansion and new product line introduction. As part of the major
re-layout, the head & base machining will be relocated to the assembly shop building.
According to the blue print, the cell 1 in head & base machining shop will be placed in the
northeast corner of the new head & base machining site with less allocated area and revised
dead-end material handling path. Due to a different environment, it is necessary to conduct
a re-layout on cell 1. The new layout of cell 1 is expected to achieve improved results in five
performance metrics: utilization of area, walking distance of workers, material movement,
easiness of setup, and ease of maintenance.
2.3 Problem Statement in Protector Assembly
For the protector assembly, the problem lies mainly in the efficiency of the whole assembly
process, from storage of components to finished product packaging. In preparation for the
major re-layout, the inventories on the assembly shop floor have to be reduced to save the
area for new-arrival operations such as head & base machining. In response to the need of
inventory reduction and continuous improvement, the manufacturing department has
initiated a Lean Six Sigma project on the protector assembly to promote the operation
performance. After consulting the engineers and workers, we have concluded that the
protector assembly can potentially be improved in manufacturing lead time, stored
component inventory, work-in-process inventory, and information flow.
The availability of material and components is a problem since the pre-kit person just packs
the material and pushes them to the assembly cell. This phenomenon indicates the need of
a new production control mechanism.
2.4 Summary
The problems at Head & Base Cell 1 and Protector Assembly have something in common:
they are both inefficient in lean perspective. But the reasons are different as we look more
closely. The cell 1 is inefficient due to unnecessary material handling and walking, plus lavish
space; while the protector assembly is inefficient in excessive waiting.
3. Literature Review
3.1 Introduction
This section covers basic concepts of lean manufacturing as guideline of the whole project
and specific lean topics relevant to the project, such as cell layout, value stream mapping,
and pull system design.
3.2 Lean Manufacturing
The concept of Lean Manufacturing was created in the book "The Machine That Changed
the World" [2] by Womack, Jones and Roos in 1990, largely deprived from the Toyota
Production System (TPS). Lean Manufacturing or Lean in short, is all about creating flow,
since flow will lead to more value with less work [3] and high quality flow typically minimizes
non-value added activities. To create high quality flow, one can improve the layout of shop
floor, modify the production control mechanism, reduce process variations, and eliminate as
setup time, unnecessary overtime and work-in-process inventory.
3.3 Manufacturing Cell Layout
Layout determines the way in which materials and other inputs (like people and
information) flow through the operation. Relatively small changes in the position of a
machine in a factory can affect the flow of materials considerably. This in turn can affect the
costs and effectiveness of the overall manufacturing operation. Getting it wrong can lead to
inefficiency, inflexibility, large volumes of inventory and work in progress, high costs and
unhappy customers. Changing a layout can be expensive and difficult, so it is best to get it
right first time [4]. Generally, there are three categories of layout, process layout, cell layout
and product layout.
In process layout, similar manufacturing processes are located together to improve
utilization, since unbalance between similar machines can be smoothed. Material flow
patterns can be complex since different products may utilize different processes.
In cell layout, the product types and materials are specified to enter a certain cell in which all
the machines are located in sequence to process the order.
Product layout means locating the machines and operation stations so that each product
follows a pre-determined route through a series of processes to minimize material handling
and queuing.
The detailed design of cell layouts is difficult, because cells in essence are a compromise
between process and product layout. In process layout, the focus is on the location of
various processes in the factory, while product layout prioritizes the requirements of a
product or product family. As a hybrid of the two, cell layout must consider both.
Cell formation means selecting the right equipment to form a cell catering to only certain
products. Most of the literature focus on applying family grouping and workload balancing
techniques to cell formation, expecting least material movement within the cells and
between the cells with high machine utilization [5]. But for re-layout of a cell, the only thing
can be changed is the placement of machines and other cell elements, because the grouping
of products and grouping of machines are pre-determined and unfeasible to change. Since
cells generally have a family of products, manufacturing station sequence can be modified
according to the latest product mix and their routings. After modification for product
manufacturing sequence, the chain of manufacturing stations can be further located to
minimize material movement cost. Sometimes, cell layout is also expected to reduce the
area occupied or subject to area constraints, especially when the whole factory is subject to
layout.
3.4 Value Stream Mapping (VSM)
Often claimed as the central tool in lean and TPS, Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is a
technique used to analyze the flow of materials and information currently required to bring
a product or service to a consumer. At Toyota, where the technique originated, it is known
as "Material and Information Flow Mapping" [6].
As a visual management tool, value stream map contains symbols for processes, material
flow, and information flow. Generally, VSM implementation begins with selecting a target
product, product family or service; then maps the current state of process performance,
material flow and information flow; analyze the current state map to reduce waste;
envisions an improved future state by examining the current state map and finally develop a
plan to implement the future state [6]. The implementation plan bridges between current
map and future map usually takes the form of a lean project about process improvement or
process redesign.
Peter Hines and Nick Rich have suggested the following Value Stream Mapping tools [7]:
1. Process activity mapping; Origin: Industrial Engineering;
2. Supply chain response matrix; Origin: Time compression/logistics;
3. Production variety funnel; Origin: Operations Management;
4. Quality filter mapping;
5. Demand amplification mapping; Origin: Systems Dynamics;
6. Decision point analysis; Origin: Efficient Consumer Response/logistics;
7. Physical structure mapping.
In this thesis, the term "Value Stream Mapping" refers to the process activity mapping.
VSM also provides the system architecture and basic data for manufacturing system
simulation, as shown by Lian and Langeghem [8].
3.5 Pull System Design in High-Mix Made-to-Order Environment
Manufacturing systems generally can be categorized as "push" systems and "pull" systems.
Hopp (et al. 2004) gave an excellent review on clarifying the concepts on push and pull, and
they concluded that push system controls throughput and measures WIP, while pull system
controls WIP and measures throughput [9].Here, throughput is the number of final products
produced by the system per unit time, WIP refers to material in the system undergoing
transformation into a final product, and cycle time is the average amount of time required
for raw material to be transformed into a final product. For production planning and control
in a high-mix, made-to-order environment, typical push system like MRP and MRP II are
often employed, but pull systems like Kanban and Constant Work-in-Process (CONWIP) are
also widely used.
Material Requirement Planning (MRP) or Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP II) is a
software system which makes plans for material movement, maintains least inventory, and
schedules production, delivery and purchasing activities. Proposed by Joseph Orlicky in
1960's [10], MRP is a push system because all the production activities are scheduled and
most of the materials are scheduled to arrive at a particular time. Since all the original data
within MRP have to be input manually, MRP is a great planning tool but a poor execution
tool. Actively set the buffer instead of passively creating the buffer.
In contrast to MRP, pull system only schedules a certain step of the process chain and expect
other preceding stages to be notified. Two major pull systems are Kanban (Kanban means
cards in Japanese) and CONWIP.
For Kanban system, the order could be triggered by confirmed order or reorder signal. When
a machine is available and has a production Kanban, a part and a withdrawal Kanban move
from upstream buffer to machine. After the operation, the withdrawal Kanban returns to
the upstream buffer, and a part and a production Kanban move to the downstream buffer.
When a buffer has a free withdrawal Kanban, a part moves to it from the upstream buffer
and a production Kanban moves to the machine [11]. Each workstation repeats this process:
sends an authorization signal (or Kanban) to produce a part to the upstream workstation and
replenishes the part just used by the downstream workstation [12]. Due to the buffer nature
of Kanban, rare items are not eligible.
The performance of Kanban system depends on process stability, Kanban cards distribution.
The part type and sequence of processing is indicated on the Kanban cards. Only good parts
are sent downstream. To mitigate process variability, leveled schedule is expected by
minimizing the lot size or careful planning. Thus, Kanban is difficult to design and implement
in highly-variable demand environment, multi-product on one line and high capacity
utilization and shifting bottlenecks.
The Constant-Work-in-Process (CONWIP) is an alternative pull approach to Kanban,
comparatively simple in implementation with shifting bottlenecks, multiple products, and
demand variability[13]. It is basically both an inventory control policy and a capacity
management tool. It is claimed by various simulation studies that under fair common
circumstances CONWIP systems outperform Kanban systems consistently, more specifically
less WIP at same throughput[14]. However, there are also research showing no consistent
performance difference between the two at the same WIP level [15]. Recently, Enns (et al.
2008) claims that the success of CONWIP over push system is dependent on characteristics
of job arrival stream and the last machine in the loop [16]. After all, CONWIP is more resilient
in dealing with product-mix changes than Kanban, which requires a card for each part on
hand.
Figure 4 is a schematic of the CONWIP mechanism. There are a fixed number of tokens in the
system, and the first station in the system cannot start production unless an incoming item
is authorized with a token. The item then flows downstream in the system with the token
until it reaches the last station in the system, where the token attached to the item is
released and returned to the first station.
r-----------------------T --------------- -------- I
I II I
Figure 4 Schematic of a CONWIP system
3.6 Summary
All these specific lean topics serve as means to the ultimate goal of lean: creating continuous
flow. While VSM and pull system design are discussed thoroughly by industrial practitioners
and academicians, cell re-layout design has never been covered in academic publications but
cell layout design could provide guidance in the philosophy of layout.
4. Making Head & Base Cell 1 Lean: Re-layout
4.1 Introduction
The Head & Base machining shop will be removed to the assembly shop building and the
arrangement of cells will be different as space constraint arises. As a result, the cell 1 will
have a different shape as well as a different material flow path, which requires a new layout.
The cell 1 is more like a job shop than a cell since it deals with diverse families of parts which
differ in manufacturing routing sequence. Following general steps of cell re-layout, a set of
criteria are determined by manufacturing engineers as the target. The work in this chapter is
done together with Anupam Gupta who is also in the Schlumberger intern team.
4.2 Methodology
There is a standard procedure to do cell re-layout. Below listed are the steps that were
followed to do cell 1 re-layout.
1. Collection of background information;
2. Update of current layout;
3. Determination of machine and workbench footprints;
4. Analyzed part routings for 200+ parts made in cell 1 for machine sequencing;
5. Generated 7 alternate layouts;
6. Select important performance parameters and allocated weight accordingly.
A concept selection matrix (Table 2) is used to select the best layout based on the relative
ranking of each layout in performance parameters.
4.3 Basic Data Collection
As the first step all the background information was collected. This included measurement of
dimensions of all the mechanical elements of Cell1 that includes machines, workbenches,
tool racks and trolleys. All these dimensions are tabulated and categorized in "Length" and
"Width" columns of Table 1 below.
Also, other properties of these Cell 1 elements are listed in Table 1. The "Code" column
indicates the code of each procedure in MRP system, and these codes are also shown in
layout drawings. The column "Old Seq." indicates the original sequence of the processes,
while the column "New Seq." is the revised sequence after the re-layout.
Table 1 Cell 1 Elements
Elements: Name Code Length Width Old Seq. New Seq.
Workstations:
CHUCKER 1 S252 6250 3500 1 1
RADIAL DRILL S257 2475 1640 2 3,4
ADAPTER 1 5253 6250 3500 3 2
HITACHI MILL S2D8 7000 3400 4 3,4
DEBURR/STENCIL N/A 775 500 5 5
TAP/DRILL N/A 2165 750 6,7 6,7
INSPECT N/A 520 520 8 8
ANTI-RUST N/A 690 630 9 9
Miscellaneous Elements:
WORK TABLE N/A 1105 650 N/A N/A
WORK TABLE N/A 1105 650 N/A N/A
WORK TABLE N/A 1540 1220 N/A N/A
WORK TABLE N/A 1105 740 N/A N/A
RAW MATERIAL N/A 1080 760 N/A N/A
FG TROLLEY N/A 760 660 N/A N/A
Tool Racks:
FIXTURE RACK F1 2000 600 N/A N/A
FIXTURE RACK F2 2440 600 N/A N/A
JAW RACK J1 1120 415 N/A N/A
JAW RACK J2 1260 310 N/A N/A
JAW RACK J3 1890 310 N/A N/A
MILL RACK M1 640 540 N/A N/A
ADAPTER RACK Al 2000 625 N/A N/A
ADAPTER RACK A2 2000 625 N/A N/A
4.4 Layout Concepts
This stage involved coming up with alternate concepts of cell layout. We were able to
generate seven alternative designs by experimenting changing machine sequences,
reorienting the machines, changing layout shapes and relocating the machines. All the seven
layouts were made to dimensions in AutoCAD 2004.
This step involved laying down the important selection criteria that are employed to
measure the improvement in cell design. Anupam, I and the manufacturing engineers
generated a list of important criteria and assigned weight to them based on their relative
importance. These criteria are listed in table 2.
Table 2 Layout Evaluation Criteria and Weights
Rank Evaluation Criteria Weights Metrics
1 Material(Part)Movement 37.50% Distance
2 Walking Time 31.25% Time
3 Total Area Occupied by The Cell 12.50% Area
4 Easy Setup(Fixtures) 10.00%
5 Ease of Maintenance 8.75%
In the "Evaluation Criteria" column of Table 2, the Material Movement refers to the
transportation between stations, sometimes including overhead crane operations. Similarly,
the Walking Time refers to the average time per hour of operators walking between
stations. For Total Area Occupied by The Cell, it is defined as area of the minimal rectangular
that includes all the cell elements. In addition, the criteria Easy Setup and Ease of
Maintenance are defined as the relative difficulty for setup and maintenance operations.
This stage involved analyzing the annual demand data and the part routings of all the 200+
parts made in cell 1. By this analysis, we established the frequency usage of the workstations
and also the most common machine sequence that is followed by most parts based on
volume. Table 3 shows the proportion of 5257 and Tap/Air Test stations in the usage
perspective. The S257 drill is used in parts that constitute only 5.7% of all parts of Cell 1,
which is negligible. The Tap/Air Test station is used in 19% of all Cell 1 parts, but
overwhelmingly in outsourced parts which are not physically made in Cell 1. Keeping idle
stations in the cell is a waste of space and increases the distance of transportation and
walking between other stations.
Table 3 Proportion of S257 and Tap/Air Test Usage in Total Usage of All Machines
In-house Outsourced Total
S257 Drill 3.2% 2.5% 5.7%
Tap/Air Test 0.3% 18.7% 19.0%
Based on the data shown in Table 3, it can be concluded that the S257 drills and the Tap/Air
Test station are infrequently used in-house and thus can be moved to suburbs of the cell.
Apart from S257 there is another similar Richmond Drill in the cell which can be removed
from the cell since it is old, inaccurate and rarely used. To prepare for the possible return of
out-sourced part numbers, a pathway to these two workstations should also be provided in
the layout.
4.5 Layout Benchmarking
In this stage we detailed the current layout and finalized the 5 concepts in AutoCAD
drawings; in this way the accumulated length of path between workstations and the total
area occupied by the cell can be calculated precisely. The AutoCAD drawings of the current
layout and 5 alternative concepts are attached in the Appendix, Exhibit 2 to Exhibit 7.
For the evaluation of material movement and walking time, we have calculated the path
length between each workstation in each layout. After collecting data concerning the
material movement frequency based on routings and annual demand, we calculated the
annual material movement length within cell as the quantitative measures of the material
movement criteria. Based on the data collected on worker walking frequency between
certain workstations, we estimated the worker walking distance between workstations per
unit time as the quantitative measures of the walking time criteria. For the evaluation of
easy set-up and easy maintenance, there is only minor difference between different layouts
in these criteria and no quantitative analysis is applicable.
Table 4 lists the dimensions and areas of the current layout and 5 alternatives, with
quantitative 5-score ranking. The length, width and area are calculated based on the
minimum rectangular that includes all the cell elements, like the boundary of Figure 5.The
5-score ranking method scores 1 to the layout with largest area and scores 5 to the layout
with least area; the rest layouts are scored linearly-interpolated between 1 and 5 according
to their relative position with the two layouts with 1 score and 5 scores.
Table 4 Rating of Area Occupied
Current #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
Length (mm) 14019 14019 14019 13571 13071 13832
Width (mm) 13798 11625 12528 11625 12028 12186
Area (m^2) 193.4 163.0 175.6 157.8 157.2 168.6
Area Rating 1 4.4 3.0 4.9 5 3.7
Table 5 lists the distance between stations in the current layout and 5 alternative layouts.
Some stations are denoted using code listed in Table 1. Also, the annual transportation
usage and observed walking frequency per hour of each station pair are listed. Based on the
annual transportation usage and walking frequency, the annual material movement distance
and walking distance per hour are calculated and served as the basis of ranking. In a similar
way with the rating of area occupied, Material Movement Rating is generated based on
annual material movement distance and Machinist Walking Rating is generated based on
walking distance per hour. Both of these two ratings are 5-socre ranking.
Table 5 Rating of Material Movement and Walking Time
Walking
Distance between Annual
Current #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 FrequencyStations* Usage
Per Hour
S252-S253 8560 5822 7322 5374 5874 4620 6672 27
S253-S257 5423 8540 5423 8540 8540 8540 450 1
S253-HITACHI 5939 5939 5939 5939 5939 8370 5894 7
S257-HITACHI 5266 4005 4005 4005 4005 6240 256 1
HITACHI-DEBURR 1550 1550 1550 1550 1550 1690 3929 3
S253-DEBURR 6637 6637 6637 6637 6637 14200 1013 1
DEBURR-AIR TEST 1877 2602 2602 2602 2602 1410 1936 6
AIR TEST-IPI 1450 1432 1432 1432 1432 1960 1178 3
DEBURR-IPI 2530 650 650 650 650 650 3006 3
IPI-ANTI RUST 685 685 685 685 685 685 3743 3
ANTI RUST-FG 1645 645 645 645 645 645 3743 3
Annual Material
Movement (km): 130.4 105.2 113.8 102.2 105.5 118.6
Walking Distance
325 248 286 236 250 238
per Hour (m)
Material
1 4.6 3.4 5.0 4.5 2.7Movement Rating:
Machinist Walking 1 4.5 2.8 5.0 4.4 4.9
Rating:
*Unit is millimeter unless otherwise noted.
4.6 Layout Selection
Table 6 shows the concept selection matrix with all the layouts scored based on the
evaluation criteria. For the scores in the top 3 criteria, the performance attributes are
normalized to 1-5 scale, which has been explained earlier in section 4.5. The performance of
Easy Setup and Ease of Maintenance is rated subjectively and there are few score
differences in these two criteria since the layouts generally do not have major difference.
Table 6 Layout Selection Result
Criteria Weights Current #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
Material(part)movement 38% 1.0 4.6 3.4 5.0 4.5 2.7
Walking time 31% 1 4.6 3.4 5.0 4.5 2.7
Total area occupied by the cell 13% 1 4.4 3.0 4.9 5 3.7
Easy setup(fixtures) 10% 3 3 3 3 3 4
Ease of maintenance 9% 3 3 3 3 3 2
TOTAL 1.375 4.22 3.06 4.62 4.26 3.59
According to Table 6, we have selected layout 3 (shown in Figure 5) which received the
highest score based on the evaluation criteria and weights in Table 2. Layout 3 is best both in
material movement efficiency and area occupation, with generally good performance in
other criteria compared to the rest layouts.
Figure 5 Selected Layout (No.3)
The changes of layout No.3 compared to the original layout is outlined below:
1. Drill usage is minimal .So we propose to remove the old drill machine (Richmond Drill).
__ __ _ ___ _ _
2. Move the CNC Chucker (1) and CNC Adapter (3) closer as S257 has been relocated.
Moving the main machines closer has an impact on reducing walking time but at the
same time it helps reduce fatigue for the worker and thus improves work efficiency.
3. Tap and Air test is has low usage. So it can be either removed from the main flow or at
least the Inspection station can be clubbed with this Tap and Air test station. This not
only helps in reducing footprint but also provides less free space, which directly results
in less WIP.
4. Also the tool and fixture racks can be moved closer if feasible because now there is
empty space because the drill is removed. This definitely reduces walking time and at
the same time reduces fatigue to the worker.
5. The S257 drill machine has couple of locations where it can be relocated as shown in
the layouts.
4.7 Analysis of Results
The proposed layout 3 can save 28.2 km in annual material movement, approximately 89m
per hour in walking distance, and 35.6 square meters in area occupied by cell compared to
the current layout.
4.8 Summary
After collecting data on the current layout and cell elements in Head & Base Cell 1, we
managed to understand the characteristics of the cell and proposed several alternative
layouts. Based on evaluation criteria of the concepts and the detailed design of the layouts,
we were able to evaluate the alternative layouts and select the best one with maximum
improvements. In the final selected layout design, the savings in material movement,
operator walking time and area occupied is significant.
5. Making the Protector Assembly Line Lean: Conversion to
"Pull"
5.1 Introduction
The protector assembly line is located at the assembly shop of SPE. The relationship of all
the relevant operations is demonstrated in Figure 6. Due to variability in demand on a
certain due date and on longer time horizons, the amount of work-in-process of protectors
fluctuates with time. In addition, there are inherent variability in processing time and
waiting time due to product mix and resource sharing with other product lines. To make this
assembly line more efficient, a CONWIP system is proposed in this chapter and detailed in
chapter 6. The parameters of this CONWIP system are optimized with actual data and some
assumptions.
5.2 Methodology
As a Lean Six Sigma project, the methodology is a typical DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze,
Improve, and Control) approach. At the beginning, VSM is conducted to define the problem
scope, parameters, target and necessary resources. The next step is to measure the required
data, followed by data-driven analysis of the value stream. After identifying the
opportunities in the value stream, several approaches to improve the value stream are
evaluated and the best approaches are selected if they do not interfere with each other.
Finally, quantitative simulation is included to determine the parameters of the proposed
solution and verify its efficacy with simulation results. However, improvement and control
would be subject to management's approval, which is usually followed by planning of
implementation procedure and revision of operation instructions.
5.3 Value Stream Mapping of Protector Assembly
To successfully carry out a Lean project, Value Stream Mapping is generally the first step so
as to provide an overall view and guide further analysis. Figure 6 below is a value stream
map of processes and operations relevant to protector assembly, primarily focused on
Protector 540 series. On this map, C/T stands for cycle time for the given process, while
inventory (triangular with exclamation mark) between processes are quantified and
recorded in inventory quantity or waiting time if the data can be collected on the shop floor
or extracted from the company's MRP system. With the VSM in Figure 6, the material flow
and information flow are made clear; hence improvement proposals could be initiated. Most
of the components are ready at the Pre-kit and thus it is a good starting point for analyzing
the production system without diving into hundreds of part numbers. Since the Shipping is
outsourced, the Packing station is a good ending point of analysis.
Figure 6 VSM of Protector Assembly
The VSM demonstrates an overall picture of the current protector value stream. Initially, the
planners receive order from customer service department and quote a price and the
associated lead time to the customer. If the lead time quote is accepted, the planner plans
the production master schedule with MRP and issues the order to suppliers if the planner
needs a specified made-to-order part or the inventory level is low for some volume
parts(typically small in size). The planner typically makes two weeks' detailed schedule for all
the processes.
The chain of process from the pre-kit to the packing is selected as the focus of improvement
as they have too much inventory between the processes, which is shown in Figure 6. To
further explain the assembly process, the production stream from protector assembly to
packing is illustrated in Figure 7.
Protector
Pre-Kit Assembly, Oil Fill Welding Painting Packing
& Test
Figure 7 Process Map: Pre-kit to Packing
The pre-kit station collects the material needed by protector assembly station from nearby
storage area, and then the protector assembly station conduct assembly operations, oil fill
and leak test to ensure the integrity of the protector. When the assembly station finishes the
test, the semi-finished protectors are transferred to welding station and welded in batch size
of 1-3. After a usually short welding operation, the protectors are sent to the painting
machine and processes one by one. After painting, the finished protectors will proceed to
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packing area where they will be packed into steel or wooden boxes with all the paperwork
and accessories attached.
5.4 Production System Characterization
Of all the five steps, only the Protector Assembly station is dedicated to the protector
product family since there are other products assembled in the assembly shop. Since it is
difficult to know exactly when the material will actually be ready from upstream stations or
suppliers, the planners typically take a more conservative approach by scheduling the
upstream production earlier than the actual due time. Thus, pre-kit station has to be notified
the schedule 1 day in advance and the warehouse 3 day in advance, while semi-finished
protectors have to flow through and queue at welding, painting and packing stations. This
planning method causes a lack of synchronization of flow and extra delay between stations
on top of normal queuing time that can be calculated with analytical and simulation
methods.
It seems reasonable that in such a low-volume production environment as SPE, workers
have less need to communicate with upstream and downstream operations than
high-volume production workers since material transfer is far less frequent. However,
low-volume production is usually made-to-order and thus on-time material arrival is critical
to meet the due date.
In high-mix, made-to-order manufacturing such as SPE, most part numbers cannot be
substituted, and few safety inventories can be found since parts are made-to-order with
minimal possibility of becoming excessive except that order cancellation and large batch size
could lead to excessive inventory.
Production supervisors are responsible to monitor the production of stations and report to
planners if a delay cannot be compensated and thus lead time extension is a must.
5.5 Pull Mechanism Selection
Pull mechanisms are different in focus, ranging from limiting local inventory for every part
number in every buffer to just bounding the overall inventory in the system. Kanban
specifies the inventory of certain part number at certain location and thus is often referred
as "pulling everywhere". However, Kanban is not suitable for low-volume parts which are
seldom used and no inventory should be kept. On the contrary, CONWIP only control the
total inventory in the production system, and thus the operations in the system should not
introduce new parts which are not managed by CONWIP. Basically, CONWIP is suitable for
single-chain production system where no accessory part joins the main stream. In addition,
CONWIP performs best when there is always incoming jobs available.
Therefore, Kanban is selected to manage high-volume parts in operations before the pre-kit
while CONWIP is selected to manage the protectors from pre-kit to packing.
Figure 8 Pull Mechanism Selection: Kanban-CONWIP
5.6 Pull System Design
This section will investigate the parameters in the selected pull system via analytical
estimation.
CONWIP level means the number of CONWIP tokens in the system. The CONWIP level is
crucial in the CONWIP system. An extremely low CONWIP level causes frequent blockage in
job arrival and hence poor throughput. On the contrary, an extremely high CONWIP level has
negligible impact on the system because the CONWIP limit can hardly be reached. Hence,
the system can effectively reduce cycle time and WIP without resulting in late shipment with
proper setting of the CONWIP level.
In Kanban system, the number of cards is the maximum amount of WIP for specific part
number at specific station. There is usually a trade-off between holding too many WIPs and
stoppage of production due to lack of parts.
For both the CONWIP system and the Kanban system, the number of tokens/cards equals to
demand accumulated in the lead time plus safety inventory divided by batch size.
N = D *L* (1+ a)/ B
For Kanban system, the formula above is straight-forward since the lead time is not
influenced by the number of Kanban cards. However, for CONWIP system, there is a
closed-loop in the formula since the lead time L is affected by the CONWIP level N.
Since Kanban is for specific part number which is hard to study, the CONWIP level is
calculated below.
D=8/day, L=2.1 day (when N=25), a=0.5, B=1
N=8*2.1*(1+0.5)/1=25.2.
5.7 Discussion
Currently, all the schedules are determined by planners. After the implementation, only the
protector assembly cell is scheduled and all other resources just receive orders from
upstream. As for upstream operations, the Kanban shown in Figure 8 can also trigger work
order in addition to production plan.
5.8 Summary
_ __ _ __ ____ ________ __ ____ ______ _ ___
With DMAIC approach, the protector assembly value stream is mapped with VSM
techniques, and a section of production system is selected as focus. The section is then
characterized and two "pull" mechanism are analyzed with respect to the characteristics of
the production system section. Finally, CONWIP system is selected and the CONWIP level is
estimated with simple analytical method.
6. CONWIP System Modeling, Design and Optimization
6.1 Introduction
To provide a solution with reduced WIP and flow time, a discrete-event simulation package
ARENA is employed to model the processes and the system mechanics, design a CONWIP
system and optimize the parameters.
6.2 Fundamentals of ARENA Modeling and Simulation
6.2.1 Software Introduction
ARENA is a software package designed for analyzing the impact of changes involving
significant and complex redesigns associated with supply chain, manufacturing, processes,
logistics, distribution and warehousing, and service systems. Using discrete-event simulation
technology, ARENA is especially suitable for modeling and simulation of material flow [17].
ARENA is based on discrete-event simulation, in which the operation of a system is
represented as a chronological sequence of events. Each event occurs at an instant in time
and marks a change of state in the system [18]. The events are often beginning of processing
failures, and end of processing. The state of the system refers to state of individual
processes, such as busy, failure or idle. Basically, the simulation of ARENA is creating entities,
processing the entities, and finally disposing the entities.
6.2.2 Basic Elements
There are two kinds of elements, flow chart modules and data modules. The flow chart
modules are connected by user to form a flowchart and are displayed in the main window.
The parameters of processes such as processing time, entity specifications, and resources
can be edited on the flow chart, but more advanced settings can only be edited via the
corresponding data module. A list of these elements is shown below in Figure 9.
0 Basic Process
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Figure 9 Flow Chart Modules and Data Modules
The Create module creates entities with parameters, and the Dispose module disposes the
entities when they arrive. Figure 10 is a demonstration of the settings of create module. The
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Figure 10 Create Module Settings
Figure 11 is an illustration of the settings of processes (process module in Figure 9). Users
can adjust the settings of action logic, resource usage and processing time.
The action logic "Seize Delay Release" means the process needs certain resource to process
the items. The process tries to seize a fixed amount of certain resources when an item
arrives, delay the item for some time (processing time), and then release the resource as
soon as the delay is finished. If the resource in need is not available when an item arrives,
the item has to wait in queue before the process to wait for its turn. The resource window
on the right shows that the process PreKit needs 1 unit of resource kitter.
The processing time can be configured mainly in the distribution of delay length. The
distribution could be common ones such as normal, exponential, constant or customer
functions. For triangular distribution shown in Figure 11, the parameters include min value,
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Figure 11 Setting of Processes
6.2.3 Simulation
In the simulation, process states can be displayed in animation or run charts. After the
simulation, a full report will be generated for default statistics and user-specified statistics.
The random number generator is built upon random number series, thus trial results may
repeat if the same random number series repeats. Figure 12 is an example of run setup. The
run setup has three primary parameters: Number of replication, warm-up period and
replication length. In addition, checked boxes of "Initialize between Replications" ensure
that each replication is independent of each other. All the units of time can be set to hours.
OK 
Figure 12 ARENA Run Setup
JPreKit
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6.3 CONWIP Characteristics Case Study
6.3.1 Fundamental Assumptions
Generally, performance of production system is determined by two factors: characteristics
of the production system itself and material/information arrival from upstream operations.
It is also possible to imagine a system with infinite orders and one "issuing process" right
after the orders to model the material/information arrival, but this method requires detailed
data collection of the job arrival process to model the issuing process accurately.
For material flow and information flow, they are assumed to be coupled in this case study.
The term "coupled" means either each set of material has a work order accompanied so that
material and work order are bonded and will arrive together, or that all the future work
orders (typically one or two weeks' schedule) are available at the starting point of the
production system. Hence, stations are able to produce as long as they receive a set of
material since corresponding work order is readily available. Additional assumptions have to
be made in modeling prior to simulation
Material Arrival Pattern has to be pre-determined by user to specify the inter-arrival time
and material quantity per arrival. These information can be retrieved from an interview with
relevant personnel.
Processing Time Pattern could derive from routing times and demand pattern but also could
be collected from time study of the given process.
No Transfer Time is assumed to be true since the material transfer time is negligible
compared to processing time.
One-Piece Flow is assumed to be true for simplicity as the batch size could be very small and
volatile. This assumption is not likely to influence the results if there are frequently entity
queues in front of stations.
Failure Pattern could be determined by failure data, such as mean time to failure (MTTF) and
mean time to repair (MTTR). These failure times could be assumed to be qualified for certain
statistical distribution, such as negative exponential distribution. It is assumed that no real
failure exists in this case study since most of the operations are manual.
Schedule Pattern is the pattern of uptime for stations. The uptime may range from one
8-hour shift to three shifts a day, interrupted by tea breaks or meal breaks. The schedule is
assumed continuous in this case study.
6.3.2 Saturated Model and Results
There are two basic scenarios for material arrival, saturated and unsaturated. In saturated
material arrival, most of the time there is enough material waiting to be processed by the
production system to keep the system busy at all times; while in unsaturated material arrival,
the materials are often not enough to fulfill the capacity of the production system.
For saturated material arrival, a simple simulation example is illustrated in Figure 13.
IFigure 13 Saturated Material Arrival - Simple Model
The number of CONWIP tokens is set as a variable named Token and its initial value is 10 in
this model. Besides the Process module, there are two modules related with token. On the
left is Seize Token module which will debit 1 from Token while the Release Token module on
the right will credit 1 to Token. In this way, a WO will occupy one token before entering the
Process module and release the token after completion of processing, which keeps the
number of occupied token equal to amount of WIP.
The Create module creates entities called "material" and then proceeds to the Hold module.
For CONWIP system, the Hold module will keep the items in queue until a token is available;
for push system, the Hold module will not keep the items and let them proceed without
delay.
The Create module is set to be constant or exponential inter-arrival time of 0.9 hour, and
arrival amount is set to be 1. The process time in Process module is set to be normally
distributed with mean 1 hr and standard deviation 0.2 hr. These above values are chosen for
simplicity since this is just a test case. The results are listed below in Table 7.
Table 7 Results of Saturated Material Arrival - Case Study
Method Arrival Total Time (hour) Output Average WIP
PUSH Constant 17.7 297 19.6
CONWIP(10) Constant 8.61 296 8.64
PUSH Exponential 13.9 291 14.7
CONWIP(10) Exponential 6.30 294 6.31
Although this is just one replication, the result shows significant reduction in total flow time
and WIP with CONWIP, under almost the same level of throughput.
When the number of replications is increased to 20 and inter-arrival time is set to be 0.95 hr,
the result of WIP level in constant arrival scenario is shown below in Figure 14. Outputs for
all the CONWIP systems and push system are the same, 299.6 units on average. In addition,
the utilization of the process is 0.999, enough to be called "saturated".
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Figure 14 Average WIP: Saturated Constant Inter-arrival Time
As the CONWIP rises, the WIP of work order in CONWIP system increases while material WIP
decreases, both approaching that of Push system. The sum of WO WIP and material WIP
remain the same as CONWIP level changes. This indicates that under the same output,
CONWIP system limits WIP accumulation and retains the used material in storage rather
than convert them to WIP.
Also, the WO WIP level becomes more stable and thus the WO flow time becomes more
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Figure 15 Standard Deviation of WIP: Saturated Constant Inter-arrival Time
As the CONWIP rises, the standard deviation of WO WIP in CONWIP system increases while
standard deviation of material WIP decreases, both approaching that of Push system. At







and the compounded variation of total WIP is lower than that of Push system. In this sense,
CONWIP system can reduce the variation of total WIP.
6.3.3 Unsaturated Model and Results
If the material arrival is not saturating the production system, the results will be different. If
the inter-arrival time of Create module is set to be 1.0 hr, the results are listed below. The
flowchart of model is the same as Figure 13.
Table 8 Results of Unsaturated Material Arrival - Case Study
Method Arrival Total Time (hour) Output Average WIP
PUSH Constant 2.57 298 2.57
CONWIP(10) Constant 2.45 298 2.44
PUSH Exponential 18.45 292 19.77
CONWIP(10) Exponential 4.96 292 4.91
It can be concluded that under constant inter-arrival time, the production system is seldom
saturated and thus CONWIP cannot fully utilize the idle capacity at low-demand times with
limited inventory while push system can somewhat utilize the idle capacity, taking
advantage of the large inventory built up at high-demand times. In addition, CONWIP's
benefit of blocking excessive material arrival diminishes since the chance of excessive
material arrival is trivial with unsaturated material arrival patterns.
In contrast, the material arrival is still nearly saturated with exponential material arrival
since demand fluctuations leads to much more frequent saturation. However, further
decline in material arrival rate will eliminate this saturation effect.
When the number of replications is increased to 20, the result of WIP level in exponential
arrival scenario is shown below in Figure 21. Outputs for all the CONWIP systems and push
system are the same, 289.8 units on average. In addition, the utilization of the process is
0.965, enough to be called "nearly saturated".
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Figure 16 Average WIP: Unsaturated Exponential Inter-arrival Time
As the CONWIP rises, the WIP of work order in CONWIP system increases while material WIP
decreases, both approaching that of Push system. The sum of WO WIP and material WIP
remain the same as CONWIP level changes. As job arrival becomes less frequent, the chart
moves to the right as WO WIP level becomes lower and the material WIP becomes higher.
This change could be caused by more stochastic job arrival.
Also, the WO WIP level becomes more stable and thus the WO flow time becomes more
stable, as shown below in.
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Figure 17 Standard Deviation of WIP: Unsaturated Exponential Inter-arrival Time
According to Little's Law, the time of queuing is proportional to the WIP level. If WIP level is
kept low, the waiting time in process queue is also low.
_ __
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Figure 18 Queuing Time at Process
6.3.4 Conclusion
The CONWIP system maintains constant WIP with minimal variation at certain CONWIP level.
As a result, the flow time of work orders are reduced and more stable. In addition, some raw
materials are transferred to a buffer between current station and upstream station and
could stop the upstream station from producing too much.
6.4 Single Loop CONWIP Design
6.4.1 Introduction
To reduce the WIP at protector assembly value stream, quantitative modeling is employed
to accurately model the production system and achieve optimal parameter design. CONWIP
system is studied based on actual data of production system in Figure 7.
6.4.2 ARENA Model
Below is the ARENA 12.0 model of the CONWIP serial production system. On the upper left
corner, the block Material Issue stands for the completion of material arrival, which is also
the job arrival and beginning of work order processing. Although there are multiple types of
incoming parts, the completion of a set of material is defined as Material Issue.




Figure 19 ARENA Model of Single-Loop CONWIP System
6.4.3 Processes
The material issue Create Module has options in inter-arrival time and quantity per arrival. In
this model, the inter-arrival time is set as exponential or constant (1 hr) and the quantity per
arrival is set according to the schedule Issuel shown in Figure 20. At 8:00-16:00, the quantity
per arrival is 1 and in other time period the quantity per arrival is 0, which means the
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Figure 20 Schedule Issuel
Triangular distribution (pdf shown in Figure 21) often serves as an approximation of a
distribution with only rough data: mean, minimum and maximum. As it is easy to collect
data on mean, minimum and maximum if detailed data record is not available, triangular
distribution is frequently used in industry for simulation purpose. In this simulation study,
triangular distribution is chosen for scarcity of data since each time study takes several hours
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to observe and several days to wait for a certain part to appear on the day time production
schedule.
a m b
2(x - a)i for a < x < m(m - a)(b - d)
jAx) = 2(b-x) for m < x < b
(b - m)(b - a)
0 otherwise
Figure 21 Probability Density Function of Triangular Distribution
Settings of all the five processes in this system are tabulated below in Table 9, with details
about resource utilization policy and the statistical distribution of the processing time. These
time-associated data are collected with time study and interview. In addition, the typical
processing time at painting is 1.0 hr, but the protectors can sometimes be painted in pairs if
the length of support rolls permits. Thus, the processing time at painting is defined as
Uniform (0.5, 1.0) to compensate for this possibility.
Table 9 Processes in Single-Loop CONWIP Design
Process Name Resource Utilization Distribution Min Value Max
Pre-Kit Seize Delay Release Triangular 0.5 0.8 1.0
Assembly Seize Delay Release Triangular 3.0 4.5 6.0
Welding Seize Delay Release Triangular 0.2 0.5 0.8
Painting Seize Delay Release Uniform 0.5 1.0
Packing Seize Delay Release Triangular 0.4 0.5 0.6
6.4.4 Resources
Processes must grasp resources to fulfill a task and release the previous grasped resources
as soon as the task is completed. The capacity of workers is determined in the form of
schedule which will be shown later in Table 10. The capacity of CONWIP tokens is
pre-determined in the form of variable. Processing one item will occupy one unit of relevant
resource, and thus items have to wait in queue until resource is available.
Table 10 Resource of Single-Loop CONWIP System
Name Type Capacity
Kitter Based on Schedule Schedule_Kitter
Assembler Based on Schedule Schedule_Protector
Welder Based on Schedule Schedule_Welding
Paint Bed Based on Schedule Schedule_Painting
Packer Based on Schedule Schedule_Packing
The Figure 22 below is an example of the schedules,
assembly station.
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Figure 22 Schedule_Protector
The schedule of protector assembly contains two shifts, and each lasts for 8 hours. Each shift
has a Total Productivity Maintenance (TPM) break at 0:00-0:30, two tea breaks at 2:00-2:15
and 6:45-7:00, plus a meal break at 4:15-4:45. In total, each shift has 6.5 available working
hours. Time span table in Figure 22 specifies the start and end of each shift.
For shared resources, there are three methods to model the time occupied by jobs other
than protector: elongated processing time, lowered capacity, and failure of resources.
Table 11 Failures
Name Type Uptime Downtime
Failure Paint Time 1.5 EXPO(4.5)
Failure Welding Time 2 EXPO(6)
Failure Packing Time 1 EXPO(2)
-
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6.4.5 Variable and Control Blocks
The number of CONWIP tokens is set to be a variable, named "'Token", and the CONWIP
mechanism and control blocks are the same as in section 6.3.2, with an additional
explanation in Figure 23. The inter-arrival time is set as another variable, which could be
adjusted to test the capacity.
Entering entity Seize 1 token
Leaving entity Release 1 token
Token>=1 Token=Token-1 Entities without available token
must queue at Hold module
SHo No. of tokens is
- How [ Siltrolpn P pre-determined
Figure 23 CONWIP Control Blocks
As soon as an entity passes Hold and reaches Seize Token, the entity type is altered from
"Material" to "Protector". Protectors are within the CONWIP system while Material are
outsider to the system. For Push system without limitation of WIP, there is negligible
amount of Material since the entities never stop at Hold.
6.4.6 Benchmarks
The flow time of work orders, output in the simulation period and average work-in-process
are the main benchmarks of the selected production system.
The flow time or work orders is defined as the total time spent at the physical processing
stations, including processing time, transfer time and waiting time. For example,
WO.TotalTime is a function returning the value of WO's flow time
There could also be a material buffer outside before the CONWIP system since these
materials has not been authorized with tokens yet. The average WIP is an indicator of
flexibility and efficiency of production system. In addition, variability of the WIPs can also be
evaluated with results of WIP standard deviation.
The output is simply the number of finished items in the given simulation period, not
including the warm-up period. At the end of warm-up period, all the statistics and entities
will be cleared.
6.4.7 Simulation Setup
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Simulation setup is crucial to quality of simulation results. The important parameters are
number of replications, warm-up period and replication length.
WIP usually ramps up to average value right before simulation time reaches 200hr, and thus
the warm-up period is set to be 200hr.
Simulation length of 1000hr includes 4 to 7 WIP hikes and plunges, which is good enough to
collect the statistics.
20 replications ensure that the half width of the WIP amount is less than 10% of the average
WIP amount, which means the result of average WIP is representative.
6.4.8 Results
Research on CONWIP level is conducted using ARENA Process Analyzer, which can conduct
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Figure 24 Mean WIP of Protector and Material
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Figure 25 Standard Deviation of WIP, Protector and Material
The results are similar to those in the previous case study, proving that system with certain
CONWIP levels results in lower WIP and lower variability within the system since some
redundant materials are held prior to entering the system. However, a target criterion has to
be determined to select the best CONWIP plan and all the performance indicators listed in
Figure 24 Mean WIP of Protector and Material and Figure 25 should be considered.
The criterion chosen here is minimum total WIP value with low variability. For value of total
WIP, material is counted as 0.5 unit while protector is counted as 1.0 unit, since accounting
value of parts and assemblies differs. The variability is calculated with the square root of
sum of squares of the STD_PROT.WIP and STD_MAT.WIP. MAT is abbreviation of Material,
while PROT is abbreviation of Protector. MAT.WIP refers to WIP of Material while PROT.WIP
is WIP of Protector. STD PROT.WIP and STD MAT.WIP are standard deviations of PROT.WIP
and MAT. WIP respectively.
Target = MAT.WIP/2 + PROT.WIP + /(STDPROT.WIP)2 + (STDMAT.WIP) 2
Equation 1 Composition of Target
Since the minimum target value occurs between 28 and 34 based on results in Figure 24
Mean WIP of Protector and Material and Figure 25, additional tests are introduced at
CONWIP level 29, 31 and 33 to seek the minimum target value. The final results are listed in
Table 12 below.
I I -
Table 12 Exponential Arrival, Push vs. CONWIP
CONWIP PROT MAT STD STD PROT.NumOut PROT.TT* Target
























































































































*TT refers to total time spent in the system.
Thus, CONWIP level of 31 is the most suitable solution, while CONWIP level of 30 and 32 is
also good. The results of target values are also shown in Figure 26 below.
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Figure 26 Target Value of Push and CONWIP systems
As demonstrated, the target value of CONWIP systems is high at low CONWIP levels, then
drops fast as CONWIP level increases, and finally approaches the target value of Push
system. In addition, the flow time within CONWIP system is reduce and more stable than
that of Push system, as shown in Table 13.
Table 13 Flow Time Improvement
Flow Time in CONWIP System (hr) Standard Deviation (hr)
CONWIP (31) 76.85 3.11
PUSH 84.44 8.41
The behavior of target value in response to job inter-arrival time (with CONWIP level of 31)
is shown below in Figure 27. The X-axis represents the inter-arrival time of jobs, which is
inversely proportional to the demand rate and consequently the inventory level. It can be
concluded that CONWIP system consistently demonstrate lower target value under various
demand rate. Hence, the reduction in target value is stable for CONWIP level of 31.
-- - I ~I II I
Figure 27 Target Value in Response to Job Inter-Arrival Time
6.5 Other Scenarios
6.5.1 Protector Assembly Transformation from Parallel to Serial
The protector assembly station will be broken down to three stages: preparation, assembly,
oil fill & test. There will be one worker responsible for each stage. In this case, the cycle time
of protector assembly station will be reduced while its capacity is also reduced to 1.
According to my simulation, the efficiency of protector assembly relies on workload
balancing of the three stages. With 1.5 hr cycle time at all three stages, these stages become
bottlenecks and will accumulate WIP unless there is a CONWIP control mechanism to limit
the inventory. If the cycle times of three stages have more variability, there will be more WIP
accumulated than the constant cycle time case.
Table 14 Protector Serial Assembly Processing Times
Distribution Type Min (hr) Mean (hr) Max (hr)
Original Triangular 3.0 4.5 6.0
Preparation Triangular 0.634 1.5 2.366
Assembly Triangular 0.634 1.5 2.366
Oil Fill & Test Triangular 0.634 1.5 2.366
The variance of the original assembly process is assumed to be allocated evenly among three
stages, thus the range of processing time distribution should shrink to
(6.0-3.0)/sqrt(3)=1.732 and the corresponding processing time distribution of stages are
shown in Table 14.
With streamlined flow, the amount of WIP is reduced to 20 and flow time is reduced to 69
hr. However, these improvements are based on the assumptions of same processing time
_ _____ ___
between stages, evenly-allocated processing time variability and independence of
processing time between stages, which may not be true.
6.5.2 Three Shifts per Day
With high demand, all the operations have three shifts per day. The manufacturing flow will
become more continuous since breaks/unused shifts are a regular type of gap in production
which extends the processing time. This reduction and stabilization in processing time will
potentially reduce work-in-process despite that the shared resources will remain shared.
6.5.3 High Demand Fluctuation
Generally, there are due-dates associated with each protector order. High fluctuation of
demand can influence the system behavior if the demand has not been fully leveled by the
planner. In this scenario, stable manufacturing lead time (flow time) is relatively important
since the planning of production schedule is more capable of ensuring meeting the due-date
with stable manufacturing lead time.
6.5.4 Seize Token before Warehouse Inventory Issue
An important pre-requisite for CONWIP system to excel is a storage right in upstream of
CONWIP system. In this way, extra material waiting outside the CONWIP system can be
stored and thus the WIP within the CONWIP system could be reduced. Push system does not
have the function of filtering extra material as CONIWIP does. If the Seize Token module is
transferred from the Pre-kit station to the warehouse material issue station, then extra
material can physically be stored in the warehouse before they receive the token. Therefore,
material on the assembly shop floor will be reduced.
6.6 Conclusion
Without continuous and stable flow, it is possible for CONWIP to outperform typical push
system in simulation. Given continuous and stable flow, the CONWIP system will have more
advantages.
6.7 Summary
An introduction of ARENA is given with a sample to study the characteristics of CONWIP
system. Subsequently, detailed explanation of the modeling and simulation process is
intended to introduce the whole simulation process and provide fundamental analysis for
further discussion. Finally, results under the current scenario and other alternative scenarios
are discussed to optimize the parameters and provide clues for further improvement of the
production system.
7. Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
Manufacturing cells can be improved with higher area utilization and ease of material
handling through data-driven re-layout, while serial "push" production system can be
converted to "pull" system using CONWIP mechanism to control the work-in-process
inventory. With manufacturing cell re-layout and CONWIP system, the production system
benefits in reduction of non-value added operations and excessive waiting.
Together with Haiqing's work in setup-up time reduction, Yuming's work in process
simplification and Anupam's work in inventory calculation, our team proves that Lean
Manufacturing concepts are applicable to high-mix, make-to-order production system.
7.2 Recommendations
The recommendations for Head & Base Cell 1 layout has been detailed in section 4.6.
It is suggested that implementing a CONWIP system of 31 tokens is beneficial in both WIP
reduction and flow time stabilization.
The pre-kit station has a list of all the work-in-process protectors and protector orders that
will arrive in the near future. There is a token buffer in the pre-kit station that stores
returned tokens. If there are tokens available in the buffer, the pre-kit station can start
pre-kitting protectors based on the sequence of orders on the schedule and availability of
materials. Before the pre-kitting, a token must be attached to the pre-kit box where the
parts will be located. The token will then be attached to the protector once it is assembled.
Other stations generally maintain a FIFO (First In, First Out) queue as the protector arrives at
each station unless there are expedited orders.
At the packing station, the operators should return the token attached to a protector as
soon as they finish packaging the protector.
The maximum number of tokens is the maximum WIP level within the system. If the system
never falls short of raw material, the amount of WIP will stay constant since the WIP level
will be kept at maximum, which is the total number of tokens. Otherwise, the number of
remaining tokens in the token buffer can serve as an indicator of WIP level.
7.3 Future Work
For the cell layout problem, optimization methods could be employed to achieve optimal
design, and appropriate modeling techniques for such problems could be proposed.
Multiple products types can be introduced into the ARENA simulation, which could yield
more detailed results for different product families but will also require more detailed
information. Also, cost issues could be included in the analysis to estimate the economic
impact of lean initiatives.
Appendix
Current Layout of Head & Base Cell 1
Exhibit 1 Current Layout
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